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Foreword

H

ave you ever met someone with whom you shared an
instant connection? Yep. Me too.
Have you ever met someone with whom you instantly
connected and, in the days and weeks that followed, kept
in touch with that person and became real, actual friends?
Good. Again, me too.
Okay . . . how about this: Have you ever met someone,
instantly connected, and in the days and weeks that followed,
talked on the phone twice and had lunch together once before booking airline tickets for your family to go out of the
country with that person and their spouse? And stay in the
same house together? For a week?
You’re a “no” on that one? Well, I’m a “yes.” Because that
is exactly what happened when I met Mac Richard.
In truth, I don’t really remember the moment we met. I’ve
known the man for only ten years or so, but I feel like we’ve
been buddies for much longer. It’s an odd thing, I know, but
sometimes I have to make myself remember that I did not
grow up with Mac. I didn’t meet him until I was in my forties.
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The same goes for Mac’s wife, Julie, even though my wife,
Polly, and I tell folks that we have known Julie for years. Of
course, I’m sure we are no different from anyone else fortunate enough to spend an hour with Julie. She makes it easy
to feel as though you have known her for years.
Curiously, I believe that how they are—the way Mac and
Julie live their lives—makes it very easy to bond quickly with
them. There is a spark in their spirit, an openness about them,
a magnetic joy that makes one feel as though . . . well, like
you’ve known them your entire life.
Actually, I suppose you’d have to feel like you knew someone a long time to go away together for a week . . . staying
in the same place . . . no locked doors between you at night
. . . with your children there as well . . . sheesh!
To even attempt this scenario would require a whole lot
of trust on the part of someone. In fact, a lot of trust would
be required of everyone.
Doesn’t it take time to trust someone? you ask. That is
what we seem to believe, and partly because of that I’ll respond with “Usually, yes.” Most of us consider trust to be
built slowly, with verification, and in degrees. Like the finest Middle Eastern balsamic or the most expensive German
Riesling, trust is created by a combination of things and,
while the end result is almost magical, the process cannot
be rushed.
So, if trust cannot be rushed, how in the world was it
possible for Polly to have been thrilled to have a couple—a
couple she had only met one time—join our family on the
only vacation we would ever take celebrating our twenty-fifth
wedding anniversary? At the end of the day, I suppose, one
could say that it was because my wife trusts me. She trusts
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my discernment and my judgment. But wait . . . she trusted
my judgment? That’s nice, but all I did was trust Mac.
Here, I believe, is the best question you could ask about
that situation: Andy, why did you trust Mac right away?
Why? First, know this: should you decide to search and
find the answer to that question, and should you choose
to incorporate its principles into your everyday thought
process—the answer will, quite literally, change your life
and legacy.
At this present time, there are certain relationship realities,
personal outcomes, and professional results in your life that,
for the most part, you have considered adequate. That is all
about to change. The answer to the question above possesses
the power to initiate a seismic shift in your thinking. At the
moment you find it, there will be recognition.
This crucial step of identifying the answer will lead you
to comprehension. Be warned, however. Comprehension is
not your desired destination.
Comprehension is merely a foyer leading into the beautiful areas you will experience by entering the whole house of
understanding. For when you possess a deep understanding
of the principles contained in the answer, you will have a
vastly different vision of the life God has planned for you
and your family.
Hmm . . . you wonder . . . really? God has a life planned
for my family and me?
Yes, he does, but hang on a minute. At this point, it would
be irresponsible for me not to remind you that God had a
promised land planned for the children of Israel too.
Unfortunately, because of a few things some of them did
(that they should not have done) and a few other things some
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did not do (that they should have done), there were actually
children of Israel who lived out their days on earth without
ever entering the promised land. In other words, they died
never having lived the amazing life God had planned for them.
Fortunately, the answer you seek—along with answers to
questions you’ve not yet asked—is explained throughout the
pages of the book you hold in your hands.
I am excited about the journey you are about to take. The
time and effort you invest in reading Mac Richard’s inspired
work will be repaid into the countless generations of your
family who follow. Though they may never know the exact
words you are about to read, the effect these words will have
upon their lives in the future will cause them to remember
you.
Decades from now, stories will be told, and perhaps there
will be a portrait of you somewhere in their homes. Family
legends will emerge, as they always do, and from time to
time, someone will direct a guest’s attention to the portrait.
“That’s the one I was telling you about,” they’ll say. “That’s
who pointed our family in a direction. That is who made
certain that we all understood the Trust Protocol.”
Andy Andrews
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A

bout the time Julie and I moved to Austin, we discovered
that a very close friend of ours was a habitual liar. I
don’t mean that he was an acquaintance or someone
we knew in passing. I mean our families prayed together,
did life together, and were fully invested in each other’s lives.
A mutual friend had uncovered his trail of deceit and then
called us to describe the long and winding road of lies and
fabrications he had paved. The scope of this dishonesty ran
from the mundane to the majestic. Everything from his résumé to his daily routine was a patchwork of minor falsehoods and outright fraud.
And we never saw it coming.
His integrity was considered absolutely above reproach.
We all thought he was a godly, diligent, and successful overachiever who was setting an ethical pace for the rest of us
to follow.
We were both rocked to the core. Because the allegations
were so disorienting, my first thought was, There’s no way
19
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this is true . . . someone’s setting him up. Maybe even the
friend who told us.
My mind was racing trying to discern who was really telling the truth: Was it the friend who claimed this guy was a
habitual liar? Was the alleged habitual liar being set up for
some nefarious reason that I couldn’t imagine? For forty-five
minutes, of all the people in my day-to-day world, Julie was
the only person I knew I could trust. It felt like the earth was
shifting under my feet, and I couldn’t find anywhere stable
to stand.
This book is about what took place on the other side of
those forty-five minutes.
Since 2000, the Edelman Trust Barometer has surveyed
thousands of people around the world gauging their confidence in government, businesses, media, and nongovernment organizations (NGOs). For the first time ever, the
2017 Edelman Trust Barometer found that trust in all four
categories fell from the previous year. Fewer than half of
those surveyed expressed even an average level of trust in
those institutions.1
The political rise of both Bernie Sanders and Donald
Trump in the 2016 presidential campaign revealed a visceral
disconnect created almost exclusively by politicians repeatedly breaking trust with the electorate. Too many athletes
to count who were once celebrated for their exploits on the
field have been humiliated by revelations of their deliberate cheating and have damaged the integrity of the games
they play. A fraction of the clergy has not only forfeited its
authority to lead spiritually by preying on children, but a
significant contingent also conspired to hide and often perpetuate colleagues’ predatory behavior across generations.
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These cultural and institutional examples, as toxic and
demoralizing as they are, actually reflect what we know to
be true personally: trust is a fragile thing.
And this is our great opportunity.
When we commit ourselves to being people of trust, we
build, strengthen, and fortify the very thing that holds homes,
neighborhoods, businesses, and teams together. When we
hold each other accountable and allow ourselves to be held
accountable, we begin to solidify the relational ground under
our feet. And when the relational ground is stable, everything is stronger, healthier, and better. All of a sudden, the
trust generated between a husband and wife or a parent
and child begins to spill over into our neighborhoods and
schools. People who cultivate trust in their personal lives
and most intimate relationships attract like-minded people.
When they go into business together or partner together on
projects and deals, they develop and distribute more of that
trust, and everyone benefits.
As I processed through the doubt and uncertainty prompted
by our friend’s deceit, I began to pray through not only my
emotions—which were redlining at the moment—but also
through the facts that I knew. The inconsistencies and patterns of deceit were undeniable, but I still wondered, Could
they have been orchestrated by our friend who discovered
them?
Then I realized something: for him to have orchestrated
and substantiated those accusations would have required an
elaborate conspiracy with multiple other people being in on
it. And they were all people whom we had known for years.
It was the fact of the collective trust all those other people
had amassed over the years that revealed beyond a reasonable
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doubt who was trustworthy and who was not. In the ensuing
weeks and months, all the facts exposed the truth that had
been only partially revealed initially.
John Adams said, “Facts are stubborn things; and whatever
may be our wishes, our inclinations, or the dictates of our
passion, they cannot alter the state of facts and evidence.”2
Our faith is proved by our actions: faith without works
is dead. Faith with works is alive and vital, powerful and effective, beautiful and strong. Faith with works improves and
enriches every relationship, team, church, business, neighborhood, and school it impacts.
Welcome to the Trust Protocol.
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1
“I Love You, and I Will Fire You”
Introducing the Trust Protocol

S

traight out of college, I got the kind of opportunity that
most graduates only dream of. I was the third person
hired by a start-up that erupted in exponential growth.
The job found me before I graduated because of a friendship
with the guy who would become the leader of this start-up.
We were all overworked and underpaid, and we wouldn’t
have traded it for anything else in the world. I loved what I
was doing, the adventure of doing something new and unknown, and the people. In the words of one early associate,
it was a “rocket ship.”
One day Ed called me into his office. I came in, and he
asked me to close the door behind me. I sat down for what
I thought would be one of our usual conversations: how
things were going in my department, what was up with my
23
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girlfriend, or some new initiative/event/strategy that he had
cooked up. At the time, Ed was only twenty-nine years old,
but even then he had a natural leadership presence, the ability
to cut through clutter, a monster work ethic, and a passion
that was infectious. The conversation went like this:
Ed: Mac, sit down. I want to talk to you. You know I love
that you’re here.
Mac: Thanks, I appreciate it. I love being here, and I’m
having a ball.
Ed: Man, I’m glad. I really believe in you and think you’ve
got amazing potential. And you know I think you’re a
great guy. [Did I mention he was very perceptive? I was
so green I never saw the big hairy “but” that was obviously lurking in this opening statement.] But you need
to understand something: I love you, and I will fire you.
Mac: [internally] Well, then could you maybe love me
just a little less?
Ed: I can’t keep paying you just because you’re a good
guy. You’ve got too much talent, and we’ve got too
much to do for me to let you get by without producing something and being a contributor around here.
You’ve got great potential, but from now on, potential
is profanity for you. All it means is that you haven’t
done anything yet.
I won’t bore you with the rest of the conversation, except
to say that he did not fire me, though he would’ve been more
than justified on more than a few occasions. And almost
twenty years later, we remain very close. Our friendship has
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not only survived, it has also thrived, not in spite of that
conversation and others like it but largely because of them.
Would it surprise you to know that the start-up was actually a church? Or that Ed was the pastor of that church? I
mean, what pastor says, “I love you, and I will fire you”? The
pastor was—and is—Ed Young, and the church is Fellowship
Church, which began in Dallas–Ft. Worth and now has locations across the country and is one of the most innovative,
influential churches of this generation.
I would love to tell you that in that moment I realized
God was using Ed to shape me and mold me, so I joyfully
submitted. The reality, though, is that I did exactly what
most of us do when we feel threatened or vulnerable: I
read the situation through the lens of self—specifically,
self-protection and self-preservation. I feared for my job,
worried about where I would go should I actually get fired,
and was unsure how I would explain losing my first job
right out of college.
But in God’s truly amazing grace, another lesson revealed
itself through that same lens of self. I realized that staying in
that situation, working for Ed, and submitting to his leadership, in addition to being the right thing to do was actually
in my best interest. Where else would someone have more
of my best interest at heart? Where else would I never have
conflict or disagreement? Where else could I find someone
with whom I always agreed? I realized that I would get better, I would be better, if I let him hold me accountable and
push me.
What I couldn’t know at the time was that that defining
moment early in my ministry was carving in stone for me the
absolute, undeniable power of the Trust Protocol.
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The Trust Protocol

In Hebrews 10:24, the Bible challenges Christ followers: “And
let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love
and good deeds.” In that simple, one-sentence exhortation, God
asserts and reinforces the Trust Protocol, which is essential and
fundamental to all he has called us to be and do in relationship
with him. Not only is it woven into every page and principle
of Scripture, it is also absolutely essential to everything that
really matters to us—our families and relationships, our vocation and work, our purpose and fulfillment. The power of this
Protocol can actually help us point people toward a relationship
with Christ before they ever discover that the Bible is reliable.
There are a few things you need to know before we dive
into the Trust Protocol:
1. The Trust Protocol works. Every single time. We’ll talk
about why this is true in detail in the last chapter. But
for now, just know that whenever we choose to put it
into effect, regardless of the context or circumstances, it
produces results so powerful, so beautiful that nothing
else compares to it. No exceptions.
2. The Trust Protocol is hard work. There’s just no way
around it. This is not a game for the faint of heart or
the timid. For this to work, we have to roll up our sleeves
and put our spiritual, emotional, and relational—and
sometimes, even our physical—weight into it.
3. The Trust Protocol will get messy. By virtue of the fact
that it calls for fallen and fallible people to truly engage
with one another, just know that it will get messy at
some points along the way.
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And perhaps most important,
4. The work, the mess, the pain and uncertainty along the
way—all of it—is absolutely worth it. If you’re currently participating in the Trust Protocol (though you
may never have used that terminology), you’re going to
be affirmed and encouraged throughout this book. If
you’ve not used it intentionally or consistently, you’re
going to discover the supernatural blessing that God
pours out on every relationship, enterprise, and exercise
that practices the Protocol.
I want to set your expectations before we actually begin so
that, should you choose to participate in the Protocol, you
do so with your eyes wide open and are as prepared as you
can be for what follows.
What exactly is the Trust Protocol? It is simply this: forging credibility through integrity and action. It is deliberately
demonstrating our dependability to the people with whom
we live, work, love, and serve—when we excel and, especially,
when we struggle. It is backing up our talk with our walk. It
is being consistently the same person we were created to be
no matter where we are or whom we are with.
The Trust Protocol calls us to a higher plane of relational
responsibility. Instead of assigning blame and fault to others for disasters and disappointments, practitioners of the
Protocol assume accurate and appropriate ownership for
their role in those failures and learn from their mistakes.
Instead of blithely getting through another day of the status quo, the Trust Protocol propels us through intentional
interactions that invigorate community, connectedness, and
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collaboration. This relational responsibility feeds the fire
of trust and smokes out those unwilling to pay the price to
stoke that fire.
Everything in life that really matters radiates out of relationships. From the lunchroom to the locker room, from the
bedroom to the boardroom, regardless of the arena or the
endeavor, relationship is the coin of the realm. And trust, or
credibility, is the tie that binds every relationship, from the
most casual acquaintance, to the marketplace, to the most
intimate and personal connections of marriage and family.
The Universal Value of Trust

By any objective standard, my wife, Julie, and I live in the
greatest city in the world. Austin, Texas, is home to the
weird, the wonderful, and the wacky of every imaginable
stripe. Every year, Austin welcomes tens of thousands of
new residents from around the world chasing the dream of
launching technology start-ups. Many of these new arrivals
can describe in vivid detail what their businesses will do and
who their target market might be, and their businesses are
as varied and diverse as the imaginations that dream them
up. But whenever I ask about their challenges, what might
be their obstacles to growth or corporate survival, without
exception they point to interpersonal issues as the primary
impediment to organizational success.
Interestingly, but not surprisingly, those are the same challenges and issues that churches struggle with. The preaching,
connecting and assimilating, discipling, mission strategizing—
these are easy in comparison with the people issues that we
encounter on a regular basis. I’ve noticed a common thread
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that runs through every single industry, enterprise, and vocation: people. No matter what we do or where we do it, we’re
all in the people business, and how we navigate the relational
waters of our everyday lives is the single greatest propellant
or deterrent to how successful, how fulfilled, how peaceful,
and how effective we will be.
Relationships come in all shapes and sizes, with wildly
varying needs, expectations, and requirements. But deliberately and intentionally forging credibility that anchors
the Trust Protocol boils down to a single, simple element:
integrity. Every relationship, no matter how superficial and
temporary, or long-term and intimate, can be rock solid if
it is built on a foundation of integrity.
Relationships are unavoidable. Relationships of integrity
are invincible. Integrity, which we’ll cover later in more detail,
means so much more than mere honesty or ethical behavior.
Those things do matter, and they’re mandatory for our relational and professional success over time. But if we limit
the meaning to merely telling the truth and honoring our
contracts—legal or relational—then we’ve set the bar far
too low for what God declares our integrity standard to be.
Foundations of the Trust Protocol

When I was in the sixth grade, Dr. Edwin Young (Ed’s dad)
had become the pastor of my home church, Second Baptist
Church, in Houston. Almost immediately, Dr. Young cranked
up our church’s engine, excitement, and impact. At the time,
Ed was a senior in high school who was about to depart for
Florida State University where he would play basketball on
scholarship.
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Over the next few years, Ed would be the counselor we
would fight to have on Beach Retreat, our annual summer
camp. He would sneak us out in the middle of the night to go
get breakfast at Mr. Z’s, South Padre Island’s finest all-night
diner. We fished in the resort’s pond. From our condo’s balcony! Since it was the early ’80s, Ed lathered up in sunscreen,
tied a black headband around his head, and brandishing an
M-16 water gun stormed the beach for freedom, justice, and
the American way, a la Rambo.
The summer before my senior season of high school basketball, Ed stopped me and told me he was going to start
training me in the church’s weight room. Every day, we’d
meet in that shed, and he’d put me through reps and sets he’d
learned at Florida State. On the opening night of the season,
my Lee Generals squared off against Ed’s alma mater Memorial High School, and there was Ed in the stands, watching
and cheering me on.
We reconnected when Ed returned to finish college in
Houston after marrying Lisa and joined the staff at Second Baptist. I’d regularly stop by his converted office above
the sanctuary, attend retreats that he planned as our college
minister, and would house-sit for him and Lisa when they
went on vacation.
By the time Ed looked across his desk and said, “I love
you, and I will fire you,” we had accumulated more than ten
years of shared history, relationship, and life. I knew that he
did in fact love me. And I sensed a very real sincerity that he
would in fact fire me. In short, I trusted him.
The Trust Protocol is an absolute nonnegotiable in every
enterprise and exercise that matters. Partnerships that practice the Protocol persist. They survive economic downturns
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and pricing wars, damaging words, thoughtlessness, out-ofthe-ordinary unkindnesses, and frequently even out-and-out
betrayals. The beautiful power of the Trust Protocol lies in
the fact that it is available to anyone and everyone who wants
to make a difference in this world:
• The fourth-grade teacher who has influenced and inspired generations of students to enjoy learning and
seek out new subjects to study
• The husband and wife who not only stay together for a
lifetime but who actually enjoy each other as much in
their seventies as they did on their honeymoon
• The entrepreneurial business owner whose employees
know that their boss takes home less money personally
so they can participate in the company’s profit-sharing
program
• The church that evolves across decades and remains a
lighthouse and beacon of hope as their neighborhood
shifts demographically
These and so many others are practitioners of the Protocol.
A protocol is simply a predetermined procedure or set of
rules. It establishes a process or system, whether in diplomatic
circles or scientific and medical experiments. Protocols also
play a role in spycraft. Think Jack Bauer and Chloe O’Brian
in 24 or Carrie Mathis and Saul Berenson in Homeland.
When Saul walks past an operative in a crowded European
town square, the red carnation in his lapel indicates that
their mission is a “go.” Protocols provide next steps in if-then
sequences: if this happens, then that should follow.
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The Trust Protocol is an if-then sequence: if love, then
good deeds. Everywhere the Trust Protocol is practiced, love
and good deeds are always at work. Here’s why: love without
action is bankrupt, and action without love is hollow. But
together, love and good deeds conspire to cultivate trust and
unity that change everything they touch for the better.
This was the exact tension Ed was living in and living
out that day he called me into his office. There was genuine
love and concern for me as a person, friend, and leader-intraining. But his investment in me as a person didn’t eclipse
his larger responsibility to the church as a whole.
It was his responsibility for both me personally and the
church at large that compelled him to hold my feet to the
fire—to hold me accountable for my actions (or lack thereof).
He made the time to spur me to good deeds precisely because
he loved me and cared about growth and development and
productivity—both mine and the church’s. It wasn’t that he
would fire me despite his love for me. Rather, he was willing
to go through the relational discomfort because he loved me.
He wouldn’t allow me to settle for some warm and fuzzy,
saccharine substitute for love. He forced me to realize that if
my love for people in the church and outside the church was
real, then I would back it up with real action, with productivity and effectiveness. In short, with good deeds.
I’m now more than twenty years removed from that conversation, but I’m even more amazed at the extravagant goodness
of God, who allows us, even calls us, to participate with him in
the divinely ordained Trust Protocol. In those twenty intervening years, I have seen the Protocol repeatedly reap staggering
results in countless homes, teams, churches, and businesses.
Anywhere and everywhere that it is adopted and embraced
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and practiced—parenting, ministry, the marketplace, nonprofits, even in government, politics, and athletics—everything
works better.
Let us consider how we may spur one another on toward
love and good deeds. It’s so simple, isn’t it? But don’t let simple lull you into thinking it’s easy. In fact, it may be the most
difficult thing in the world to do. To live out the Trust Protocol
is to guarantee difficulty, hurt, heartache, disappointment,
misunderstanding, restlessness, doubt, uncertainty, trauma,
drama, and anger. And, spoiler alert: it’s most difficult where
it’s most crucial—with the people closest to you.
But those who do practice the Protocol get to partake in
the transcendent blessing and gift of genuine connectedness, eternity-shaking effectiveness, changed lives, genuine
intimacy, abundant life, and the thrill of adventure.
The flip side of that coin is also true: wherever the Trust
Protocol is missing, neglected, or omitted, we find brokenness, fear, resentment, callousness, isolation, and cynicism.
Veteran political consultant Steve Schmidt, in the months
leading up to the 2016 election, observed, “Trust has completely collapsed between every single institution—with the
exception of the US military—and the American people.
This has led to distrust of politicians and a belief by many
that the country is headed in the wrong direction. . . . When
trust collapses and institutions fail, all of the old rules are
out the window.”1
Our world is literally dying for the Trust Protocol to work,
which means it’s time for us to get to work.
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